Chapter 11: Under the Hood

Keeps Touchup PIs

Keeps Touchup PIs
The <_nocolumnbreak> PI is a UDT of <_touchup>. The <_nopagebreak> PI
is likewise a UDT of <_touchup>. In an ASCII file, <_nocolumnbreak> and
<_nopagebreak> appear as:
<?Pub UDT _nocolumnbreak _touchup KeepsKeep="yes" KeepsPrev="no"
KeepsNext="no" KeepsBoundary="column"?>
<?Pub UDT _nopagebreak _touchup KeepsKeep="yes" KeepsPrev="no"
KeepsNext="no" KeepsBoundary="page"?>

NOTE: These keeps settings are not available in the <_touchup> dialog.

Deep content splitting Touchup PI
Arbortext Editor supports deep content splitting, which allows page breaks
within structures that are too deep for the page, including table rows, boxed
areas and algroup-ed columns. When deep content is too deep, a column/page
overset results, with the deep content flowing off the bottom of the page.
Deep content splitting can be enabled just for a particular section of a document
by selecting it and inserting a <_deepcontentsplitting> tag pair. Deep content
splitting can also be enabled for all documents; see Deep content splittingrelated ACL below for details.
NOTE: The <_deepcontentsplitting> PI does not apply to Edit window display.
Deep content splitting does not work with:

■
■
■
■
■
■

Tables with long vertical spans
Tables with repeating column headings and repeating table footers
Pages with change bars
Line numbering
Table footnotes
Gentext

Deep content splitting-related ACL
Set deepcontentsplitting={on | off | never} controls splitting of deep content. The
default is on. An off setting is ignored when a <_deepcontentsplitting> tag pair is
inserted in a document. Never causes the PI to be ignored,
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Deep content splitting example
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Deep content splitting example
In this example, deep content splitting is enabled for a portion of a document.
Figure 391 Deep content splitting for part of a document
XML fragment
<?Pub _deepcontentsplitting?><reftables>...</reftables>
<?Pub /_deepcontentsplitting?>

Touchup examples
Figure 392 shows Touchup PIs in an ASCII file.
Figure 392 Touchup PIs in XML
XML fragment
<?Pub _deepcontentsplitting?>...<?Pub /_deepcontentsplitting?>
<?Pub _font Posture="italic" Weight="bold" FontColor="navy"
BackColor="yellow" Underline="single" AllCap="yes" ScoreSpace="yes"?>
Blue foreground yellow background underlined<?Pub /_font?>
as follows:<?Pub _hardspace?>...
T.S.<?Pub _interword-space?>Eliot
To Whom It May Concern— —<?Pub _eos-space?>This report...
<?Pub _font TypeSize="48pt" FamName="Arial"?>T
<?Pub _kern Amount="-6pt"?>otal...
<title>The Loch Ness Monster:<?Pub _newline?>Fact or Fiction?</title>
<paragraph>America's Independence Day is also known as Fourth of July
because <?Pub _nolinebreak?>July 4, 1776<?Pub /_nolinebreak?> ...
Theo<?Pub _hyphen-point?>dore Roo<?Pub _hyphen-point?>
se<?Pub _hyphen-point?>velt was President...
<para>The page breaks in this document are set manually
<?Pub _newpage?>in order to...
...</short-description><?Pub _newcolumn?><specifications>...
<?Pub _nopagebreak?><sponsors>...</sponsors><?Pub _nopagebreak?>
<?Pub _nocolumnbreak?><step><note>Be prepared to perform the next
step as soon as you complete this step.</note>...</step><step>...</step>
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